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Tibetan has transformed into sonants all the surd explo-
sives of the preformatives: g, d, 5, for k (a), t (a), p (a),
and eliminated the vocalic element which sustained them.
The word glfa fall back therefore on an older form kaolin.
Its meaning is identical to Sanskrit dvlpa " island," with
all the secondary meanings deriring from it: " Isolated
territory, territorial division large or small," etc. The
simple word, without a preformative, can be met with
in Sikkim, amongst the Lepchas who are considered to
be the most ancient inhabitants of the country ; it is
lyan " the earth" in every sense of the word: '* the
earth, territory," etc. In Tibetan, the word y-Kn is
combined with the affix -Tea; ff-lin-fca means, according
to S. C. Dae, "garden",; "pleasure park"; the English-
Tibetan dictionary of Lama Dawasamdup Kazi renders,
in fact, the English word garden by Idum-tai glinka;
chod z'tn. Jasehke, however, gives for glin-ka "a small
uncultivated river-island or low land/' In Lepcha, too,
the word lyan is combined with the affix -ka to designate
" a space where there is no village/' It seems impossible
to isolate this word from the name of Lanka, which
designates in Sanskrit the island par excellence, the island
of the RSksasas, where reigns the demon Ra^ana, the
violent adversary of divine Rama, The vocabulary of
Yule and BurneJJ, Hofoon-Jobson, *, r. Lunka adds "also
an island in general." The learned compilers have
probably borrowed this indication from the Telugu Dic-
tionary of Brown, They indicate still another meaning
of the word. "A kind of strong cheroot much prized
in the Madras Presidency and so called from being made
of tobacco grown in the 'islands' (the local term of which
is lanka) of the Godavery delta." No reference at all;
it is therefore from the real usage that they have gathered

